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Mount Pelion, on the eastern side of Central Greece is one of the most unique

regions in the whole country. It is a perfect combination of mountains and sea, blue

and green. Pelion is the ideal holiday destination in Greece, and offers a wide range

of activities, sites and inspiring scenery. It is perfect for single, family or group

holidays, and has something for everyone.Spilia Apartments - Pelion Greece
Scattered all across the Pelion peninsula are villages of all sizes, both mountainous

and coastal. The charming village of Paltsi is a large hamlet located 53km from the

city of Volos, and 13km from the neighbouring village of Argalasti.

Paltsi is ideal for your summer holidays in Pelion, and the large sandy beach of

Agios Konstantinos is popular with both locals and visitors from abroad. Paltsi also

has some lovely walking paths which visitors can follow, taking them on a delightful

journey through stunning green scenery and natural spring waters.

One site worth visiting is the monastery of Agios Athanasios, located a few

kilometers before Lafkos. This monastery was built in 1795 and has lovely icones

and decoration inside.

For all of your accommodation needs in Pelion and Paltsi, look no further than

"Spilia Apartments". We are situated on a lovely hilltop in Paltsi, overlooking the

blue crystal waters of the Aegean Sea. Our apartments are perfect for your holidays

here in Pelion, and we have a very friendly atmosphere.

If you have any questions about the accommodation and facilities that we have
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available, please feel free to contact us. We look forward to offering you our

warmest and most sincere hospitality in the very near future.
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